CLASSIFIED MESSAGE
SECRET

To: SACU
From: DIRECTOR

SUBJECT: SECURUS

BNR 561 (in group)

JNDC

1. NIDO DIAZ DID SEND MESSAGE DUE TO HIS MISINTERPRETATION OF INSTRUCTIONS.

2. IF SECURE CHANNEL AVAILABLE STATION SHOULD HALT EXTRAVELATION OF NDR

NOW AT THIS TIME. FIT ONLY, WILL ADVISE HUBER, TYPE AND DATE NEEDED WHEN PLAN

FIRM.

3. WITHHOLD CONTACT UNTIL BONO TIL BONO FILES ESTABLISHED. HOS HAS NO

INFO BONO. MIAN TO REPLY PARA 4 OF REF.

4. MIAN HAS INSTRUCT DIAZ IN FUTURE TO CLEAR UNILATERAL MESSAGES WITH

STATION AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

END OF MESSAGE

WH Comment: - Nido Diaz sent message to exfil 500 to 1000 MDR men.

CABLE SENT VIA 24TH REGENERATION STATION READER.

C/S COMMENT: DISTRIBUTION APPLICABLE TO RECIPIENTS.

R.D. Johnson
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